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Thank You, Thank You, Thank You !!!!
A big thank you to the 25 IET Master-Instructor Trainers and 225 IET
Master-Instructors  for  all  your  hard  work  and  dedication  to  the  IET
mission to “Heal the world one-heart-at-a-time”. In 2018 they taught 1161
Basic, Intermediate, Advanced and Master-Instructor classes, with a total

of 3030 certifications. We are truly full of gratitude as we continue to watch IET expand throughout
the world. We are looking forward to what 2019 will bring to the IET communities.

Heartlinks and Blessings,
All of Us at the Center of Being

Oldie but Goodie
Message From Stevan Thayer

Angel Ariel’s vision for IET entitled In This Moment begins with the first ideal, “In this moment, I
will love rather than judge”. If we could live by this ideal our lives would be filled with peace, joy,
harmony and health. The problem is, our world continues to shift into the polarities of love and fear.
As our media and world attention is increasingly drawn to occurrences of violence and terrorism, it
is easy for us to judge rather than love. Whether we judge things as being good or judge them as
being bad, we are still judging. The energy of love does not judge, therefore, all judgment is made
from the energy of fear. The activity of judgment is harmful to the world, for whenever we engage in
judgment,  we  add  more  fear-based  energy  into  the  world.  Judgment  is  also  self-destructive.
Whenever we judge, we are drawing upon our IET cellular memory area 7. This cellular memory
area influences, and is influenced by, all of our judgments. Every time we judge, we trigger cellular
memory area 7, which in turn limits the flow of energy. Since cellular memory area 6 is above area 7,
and cellular memory area 8 is below area 7, judgment effectively cuts our heart center off from our
power center. This limits our ability to put our heart’s desires into action and reduces our ability to
live our soul’s mission. The empowerment imprint for cellular memory area 7 is forgiveness. As
Angel Ariel has predicted, forgiveness is the key, not only to our world-wide situation, but also to
our inner world situation. The moment you are aware that you are judging, simply stop judging and
start forgiving. Heartlink to Angel Ariel and all of the Healing Angels. Then send a Heartlink to
whomever you were starting to judge. Let the angelic energy flow and align your energy with the
energy of love once again. Remember; we came from love, we will return to love, and it is our ideal
to live in the energy of love while we are here. As we do, we will live Angel Ariel’s final ideal: “In
this moment, there is Heaven on Earth.” 
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“In This Moment” The Integrated Energy Therapy® Vision Channeled
from Angel Ariel by Stevan J. Thayer

In this moment, I will love rather than judge.
In this moment, I will build rather than destroy.

In this moment, I will look to God, rather than to other people, for approval and direction.
In this moment, I will change because I want to, not because I need to.

In this moment, I will realize my power, rather than blame other people for their actions.
In this moment, I will experience the joy of God’s plan, rather than the pain of my plan.

In this moment, I will see the possibilities, rather than the difficulties.
In this moment, I will serve others, rather than serve myself.

In this moment, there is Heaven on Earth.
(c) 2001, The Center of Being, Inc

2019
Love yourself,

Create your future!
Focus on self-care!

Self-care is like making an appointment
with yourself. Aren't you worth that? You
can start small, just 5 minutes a day, then

each day add on one or two minutes.
Soon you will be up to 30-60 minutes of

loving yourself each day.
Here are a few suggestions to get

you started:
5 minute empowerment sessions
Give yourself a full IET session

Exchange full IET sessions
Hearlink to your Angels
Being Love, Living Love

Practice Forgiveness
Practice Gratitude

Stay Grounded
Be Mindful

Breathe

Start Your Self-Care Journey
with The Steps to

Transformation Program
The program consists of 14 steps. Quite
the opposite of “no pain – no gain”, the
motto of this program is “no pleasure –
no treasure”. Each step is designed to
create an environment of joy-filled
energetic expansion and personal
transformation. The IET Steps to
Transformation programs will help you
heal your trauma without having to relive
the drama or pain. You will learn to use
ancient sacred geometry, combined with
special techniques from Angel Ariel, to
“get the issues out of your tissues for
good!”

To Purchase the audio programs:
Students Click Here

Master-Instructors Click Here
To find a class:

Click Here

About our MI Classes
Read a summary of what you will receive in our IET MI classes.

MI Class Schedule
A current schedule of all Master-Instructor classes for 2018.
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Find a Trainer
A current list of all MI Trainers. 

Are you looking to connect with other Master-Instructors??  
Sign up for one of the MI only Events below!

IET Angelic Reunion
How to Teach

Raise your Reach Deepen your Practice
MI Teleconferences

Are you looking to connect with other students? 
Check out the upcoming classes and Special IET events!!

Upcoming Classes
Upcoming Special IET Events

Class Descriptions
IET Special Events Descriptions

Are you looking for a Master-Instructor or MI Practitioner??
Featured Master-Instructor Practitioners:

This is a directory of IET Master-Instructors who pay to list
themselves as offering IET sessions.

Featured Master-Instructors who offers IET classes:
This is a directory of IET Master-Instructors who are currently

offering IET classes and who pay to list their classes on this website.

Need Angelic Support??
In today’s world, many people are in need of angelic support, guidance and help. If you are such a
person, a team of Integrated Energy Therapy Practitioners has volunteered to donate their time to
support you in your self-healing journey. If you need assistance in healing a dis-ease, clearing and

emotion, quieting a negative thought or manifesting your dream, we are here to help you. Our team
of IET Practitioners will serve as Earth Angels and bring the energy of Angel Ariel and the other

healing angels to you. Click HERE to put in your request.

Do you want to support those who send in Angelic support requests??
Our IET Earth Angels team is expanding to include all levels of IET Practitioners to support

individual angelic support requests and continue to make a wonderful difference in the world. If you
want to volunteer to send energy to those requesting energetic support, here are several ways we

suggest you consider for sending the angelic energy. Pick the way that is best for you.

1. You can simply heartlink!!
2. You can do a remote 5-minute empowerment treatment.  

3. You can do a full absentee IET session!! 

See more details here

Follow Us

   

[845-657-7220]  [EMAIL ADDRESS]  [WEBSITE]
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Unsubscribe barbara@learniet.com

Update Profile | About our service provider

Sent by journal-of-energy-therapy@centerofbeing.com in collaboration with

Try it free today
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